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FORWARD

This Lovely book; the wings of love is purposely meant
to create awareness. We came into this physical world
through love and sex by our parents. We live through
the energy of love and sex. When the energy of love and
sex fades away, we abandon this physical world.
None is exempted from love. Love is our energy for
existence. You can try to abstain from love and sex
relationships through fear not to be hurt, but is there a
possibility to protect your bodily desires and lusts?
Definitely not!
Each and everyone fall short to the power of love. The
more you try to protect yourself from not being hurt by
false love, the more vulnerable you become to the
power of love. It is simply because; the root cause of
false love is unknown to us. Alike, we fall short to
distinguish between false love and unconditional love
that wears the same coat of love. Love conquers all.
Human being's character is not foreseen on his or her
forehead. We can be pretentious with false love to
others, but our thoughts are visible to Mother Nature.
This lovely book; ‘The Wings of Love vol.2’ reveals
Nature's approval and disapproval of relationships to us.
How Nature talks to us with mystery confirmation signs
and warning signs when engaged in marriage, love and
sex relationships that will eventually results in
regrettable moments. Lack of knowledge people perish.
We often hear that love creates agony and misery.
Natural Love is absolutely perfect and real. Nothing is
wrong with love. The Ego’s mindless love---false love
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is the attribute to mankind’s miseries in marriages, love
and sex relationships. False love nourishes us with the
bread of sorrows.
Never cast the blame on the Power of Love. Rather, we
should be awakened to free ourselves from mental
enslavement by the ego’s poisonous mind before
offering our life as a ransom sacrifice in the name of
love. Engaging in marriages, a love and sex relationship
with the Ego’s dominant mind is nothing but, a suicide
mission.
Unconditional love is the only supreme key by which
we can find pleasure in our marriages, love and sex
relationships. Natural love nourishes us with the bread
of life. Adventurous discovery of the paradise on earth
instituted within marriage and love and sex relationship
is through the mystery door of unconditional love.
We must try to swim in the sea of an unconditional love
with our heart. A perfect love knows neither the past,
nor the future. A perfect love is similar to blindness.
Blindness recognizes nothing of beauties or ugliness.
Never look at the edge side of materialism when
climbing the love mountain. Else, you will miss the
point of knowing what love is. A perfect and natural
love comes from the heart.
Love and sex companion must be real, easy and natural.
Each and everyone’s free willing and abundant joy of
love from the heart that enhances and binds heart to
heart, eye to eye and soul to soul for the
accomplishment of the profound unification of two
souls under the umbrella of unconditional love.
Love and sex is the finishing touches to beautify
marriage, love and sex relationships. It removes the
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barricade of fears for the acceptance of each other for
fearless playfulness and the expression of body
language in nude. Love and sex is a divine gift.
This enables lovers to taste the first Heaven instituted
by Nature within the Power of Love. It is better to
sojourn in the tent of an unconditional love and to die in
the arms of the power of love.
Love is the beginning of our existence and the end of
our existence. Loving with the heart is the true gateway
to discover the power of love. Let love song reigns
supreme when you board love’s spaceship. Eventually,
you will explore the mystery and the unseen planet of
love that most people failed to discover with the Ego’s
mindless love.
The power of love goes beyond borders. It can
transform everything to light. All that is needed in
marriage, love and sex relationship is unconditional
love. The by-product of unconditional love is perfect
peace and everlasting prosperity.
The power of Love conquers all.
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RECOMMENDATION
May the Great God of Creation pour his showers of
blessings into the souls of every reader and all those
who favor my righteous cause.
Special blessings to those who contributed and assisted
to let this book, “The Wings of Love Vol.2,” spread its
wings to enlighten, encourage and liberate the innocent
souls trapped in false marriage, false love and sex
relationships; alike, to bring perfect peace, unity and
love to mankind and humanity in companionship.
May the Supreme Power of Love, which is the Ultimate
Power open our heart and endow us with unconditional
love to enable us find pleasure in Love in our
relationships.
Special thanks to Madam Amma Adomah, Dick Brands,
Michael Osei Davies and Emmanuel Osei Darko Davies
who worked tirelessly around the clock with all possible
means to let this special book come into existence for a
great benefit to mankind.
Finally, I thank and praise the Ultimate Source of the
Power of Creation, who through his plural excellence of
wisdom, created such a precious life and love for our
existence.
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INTRODUCTION
CREATING AWARENESS IN LOVE AND SEX
RELATIONSHIPS

Lack of awareness, mankind has become a destructive
element on the Mother Earth. Alike, we are stranger and
enemy to ourselves. We ignorantly and constantly
ignore the sacred voice and its sacred directions meant
for our safety and happiness. Instead, we obey the Ego’s
voice and its dictates. This consistently let us ends up in
regrettable moments regardless of most of our choices.
The directive of the false voice within us from the ego is
not for our benefit. The ego feeds itself with the pains
and agonies that it drags us through. It is like the blind
person conducting a vehicle, definitely; danger or a
disaster is inevitable. Thus, failure to understand the
sacred voice when choices are inevitable, you end up by
inflicting pains not only to yourself, but to others as
well.
My major pre-occupation is to create awareness to
enlighten mankind to avoid the repetition of atrocities
caused in the name of love through our negligence and
mishandling of love and sex relationships and
marriages.
It is unquestionable; we can’t deny or exempt ourselves
from love and sex relationships. Obviously, it is our
nature and the energy of our existence. Through a
perfect awakened state, knowing ourselves, and
following the sacred voice guidance, we can avoid
many mishaps in marriages, love and sex relationships.
8
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This will enable us to find pleasure in marriages, love
and sex relationships to create a perfect and unify
families with dignity and respectful Societies.
My major pride is to see that, everyone is enlightened
with awareness, affirmative and admitting that, he or
she is created authentic and unique. Engaging in
marriage, love and sex relationships must be a self free
will with unconditional love.
We must live and love one another; but once recognized
you are on the wrong path in relationships, it is the same
free will you must draw the curtains down to avoid
further destruction. Do not and never admit to be
someone’s brand-new-secondhand lover; only to be
used when there is a necessity. Do not follow someone’s
dictates and theories in marriage, love and sex relations.
Never let yourself loosed to be trotted and be kicked as
a football by a disrespectful human monster by
transforming your life into the living Hell by the mercy
of false love and sex relationships.
Just be by thy self and be awakened. Re-pick up the
pieces of yourself and start all over again. Once there is
freedom and life, everything is possible. Just do away
with the degree of fears and the false preconceived idea
that, without someone, you can’t live or survive. You
are created authentic and unique. Nature creates no
duplicate. Only trust thy feelings, believing, it is a
sacred voice instituted in you as a compass or directions
to avoid miscalculating and missing your divine path.
Just give a little kick to yourself to awaken the ‘Being’
in you. It is always waiting for your “one step “forward
for the exploration of the mysteries of the unknown
planet of love through the power of love.
9
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Love is absolutely freedom of expression in reality of
the charisma, passion and unconditional love within our
interior world. It is through unconditional love we can
find pleasure in life, marriage, love and sex relationship
to acclaim the first heaven bewitching marriage
institution. Love and sex is purely a Divine gift.
Follow Nature's directions and step over the ghost of
fears. Unconditional love is absolutely fearless. Let the
sweet melody of love songs reign supreme in your daily
activities and you will be undefeated in all battles
waged against your matrimonial home and relationships
by the negativity and its agents.
We are human beings. Mistakes are inevitable.
Discovering you are with a wrong partner and life is at
risk, do not let yourself down to be used as rotten
clothes; only to be used when there is nothing available.
Do not surrender to any agent of negativity to be
manipulated in love and sex relationship, because of
insecurity and fears.
Surrendering to such a human monster in love and sex
relationship is equal to digging your own grave for a
premature death. When, one door is closed behind us,
another door is widely opened. With courage and taking
risk at appropriate times for new adventures discoveries
is all that makes life beautiful.
Let the power of love and nature’s directives be your
amour and guide. Trust yourself. There is no one
capable of creating a paradise for you. The sacred key
for the transformation of your life into an absolutely
paradise is in your own hands.
Peace and love.
Kwabena Osei

10
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CHAPTER ONE
UNDERSTANDING LOVE
( PART 2 )
The Supreme power of Love is the Ultimate. It is inseparable
in uniqueness with the mighty power behind the entire
Existence. The Supreme power of Love is the fundamental
pillar of the entire Existence.
The Supreme power of Love is the source of energy that
binds existence in uniqueness for a perfect order. Love
expresses the perfection and the perception of the mysterious
phenomenon handiwork of the Supreme Being behind
Creation. The Supreme power of Love is the Ultimate source
of limitless Power. It is the origin source of Life Force.
God is Love. Love is the genesis of everything in Existence.
Thus Love is the mysterious structure to everything in
existence. Love is the mysterious body to the Supreme
Power behind the Entire Existence. There is no separation
between Love and the Supreme Power behind the entire
existence. And as Love is the beginning of all existence, the
conclusion is that, love is the Ultimate power.
To understand the mysteries of Nature meant for human
understanding is to be sojourned under the umbrella of
unconditional love. Love is the authentic key to discover all
mysteries surrounding creations. And the essence of Life is
the Divine Love. Love beautifies Life and without love,
nothing functions in perfection in existence.
The Supreme Power of Love is the Ultimate. The Power of
Love conquers all. The immeasurable quantitative of love,
flowing its banks in your sacred temple is the
acknowledgement of thy victory over negativity and your
enemies. Those who conquer their enemies through the

11
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power of love are the authentic heroes admired by Mother
Nature.
The essence of life is the divine love. Love beautifies life. It
is a mysterious spiritual generator of universal light and the
mighty Life Force. All creation benefits and finds pleasure
under its wings. Universal Light, the Mighty Life Force and
sacred Fire are all the by-product of the Supreme power of
Love.
All the mighty powers, Creatures, the power of mankind and
humanity, Angels and every power with integrity and with
great inner light with the true identity from the power behind
existence operate through the power of Love.
The human Souls are made of the by-product of the Supreme
power of Love. Thus light is the body of the human Soul.
The in-depth of the Soul is the Sacred Flaming Fire. Sacred
Fire is each and every individual’s birthright. The deeper or
the greater the light in you grows, additionally the sacred
flaming Fire in you explodes for its limitless manifestation.
This enables you to understand the great mysteries of Nature
and Creation.
To reach a higher pedigree in divinity, you must firstly
knock at the door of the power of Love. The light in you has
a uniqueness or connectedness with the Universal Light. To
achieve this goal is through the power of Love.
The body of the Angels is made of Light. They operate
through the mystery power of Love. When we say that Love
conquers all, it means, all Creation bow to the Supreme
power of Love. Creatures fall short to the mysteries of the
Supreme power of Love.
Without Love, there will be no life. It is the Supreme power
of Love that let the World goes round as we often hear. It is
the signification that, Love is the Supreme Power and the
fundamental pillar of entire Existence. The rotation of life
cycle of mankind is through the Supreme Power of Love.
The multiplication of the human race, the perfection order
12
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and rotation of Sun as we imagine, the moon as well as the
mother earth operate through the energy of the Supreme
Power of Love. Some religious text advocate; the sacred
spiritual ministers were made with spirit Fire. They all
operate through the power of Love. Nothing functions in
Creation without love.
It is absolutely truth and in reality that, the power of love
conquers all. The Supreme power of Love is the ultimate.
There are no possibilities for creatures and creation to
command the directions of the mighty power of Love.
In the presence of love, negativity (darkness) and fear
disappears. The human mind can’t stand the power of love.
Words seize to exist in the presence of true love. The
demonstration of the joy of the Soul with tears is the
expression of the presence of the true Love in reality. It is
only the Heart that can embrace the True Love.
The Supreme power of Love can transform anything to light
and Life. None can control Love, buy Love nor command
Love. To command, buy and to control such a great power,
the consequences cannot be overemphasized.
The Supreme power of Love is like unto a tree with so many
branches. Love and sex and the neighbors love are some of
its branches. Just sit silently to examine all the population in
the world. The generation that have existed before, our
predecessors and the future generations, all these cycles of
life are through the mysterious power of Love.
Love and sex is the by-product of the Supreme Power of
Love. Love and sex is the spiritual mechanism that forms the
human body. It is the natural cycles of all living creatures
including the human race. Love and sex is the spiritual
binding cord of two souls for common goals for a great
legacy. Alike, love and sex is the finishing touches to
beautify marriage, love and sex relationships by the Master
of Creation.

13
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Love and sex is the sacred mechanism through which our
body is formed into physical existence. Through the Love
and sex of our parents, we came naturally into this physical
world. Love and sex is the energy to our body. We choose
our profession and work for the living through it. We choose
partners and love ones through Love and sex. We marry
through Love and sex. We raise our generation through Love
and sex.
Our children are our image and a footprint that we leave
behind after climbing the ladder of the great death. They
reflect our image and replace us. All this great mysterious
achievement is through the power of Love and sex. Looking
at all its perspective, we can conclude that, the nature of
mankind’s activities is all through the energy of Supreme
power of Love.
It is a gospel fact that, without Love, there will be no life.
And the essence of Life in abundant is the Divine Love.
Thus, realizing all this in reality can bring awareness to
enables us to understand a little bit of how great is the
mysteries of love and sex intimacy.
Lack of awareness we ignorantly misuse or mishandle love
and sex for our destruction. Love is a mystery and purely
sacred. To bring life into a physical form is very mysterious.
The transformation of these tiny spermatozoa into a life
force in the womb of a woman after sex is a mystery. It is a
mysterious phenomenon handiwork of the power behind
creations. Making love and sex is mysterious and purely a
divine gift.
Are there possibilities for the human races to control,
command and possess the power through which we were
molded naturally into reality in the physical form? The mind
seizes to operate or exists in the presence of true love. How
can you use the mind to love without facing the
consequences?
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End of Preview
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